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GE drives the world forward by tackling
its biggest challenges, bringing real
progress and possibility to every corner
of the planet — safely delivering people
where they need to go; powering
homes, schools, hospitals, and
businesses; and offering more precise
diagnostics and care when patients
need it most.

In 2020, we celebrate ten years of our girls’ focused
program, GirlsGetSET, which aims to attract more girls
into engineering careers. An indicator of the impact it
is having is that GirlsGetSET alumnae are now joining
GE. However, there is still more work to do. 47% of
the UK’s workforce are women but in the engineering
arena this drops dramatically to just 12%.

Our people are global, diverse and dedicated,
operating with the highest integrity and passion to
fulfill GE’s mission and deliver for our customers.

In 2020 we look forward to sitting on the Community
Investment Board, once more, made up of GE
business leaders and sustainability experts, to
continue progress on addressing local community
needs, especially around the STEM talent pipeline. As
you will see from the contents of this report, we take
pride in tackling the toughest challenges and applying
our talent and creativity to make the world better, and
our company stronger.

People with excellent STEM skills are vital
for the success of our businesses. Therefore,
it’s a real concern that the UK has an annual
shortfall of 124,000 engineers and technicians.
Our UK Community Investment program, STEM
Inspiration, is designed to develop and inspire the
next generation of scientists, technologists and
engineers. We do this with career conversations,
dynamic STEM projects and workshops, student
mentoring and teacher training.
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GirlsGetSET anniversary celebrations will include a
dedicated week of activity as well as special events
at the Cheltenham Science Festival and the Royal
Military Academy at Sandhurst’s STEM Days.

enquiries@gecommunity.co.uk
www.gecommunity.co.uk
View global targets and key achievements:
www.ge.com/sustainability/

UK & Ireland Community
Investment Board

Making an impact

A word from the Board
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2,650

15,344

407

VOLUNTEERS

HOURS SPENT

PROJECTS

322

18,164

£118K

ACTIVE STEM INSPIRERS

STEM INSPIRED CAREER
CONVERSATIONS

EMPLOYEE GIFTS TO 206
CHARITIES MATCHED

216

1,558

271

SCHOOLS PARTNERED

GIRLS INSPIRED BY
GIRLSGETSET AND PARTNERS

NON-PROFITS SUPPORTED

You can learn more at: www.gecommunity.co.uk and follow us: @GEUKCitizenship
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#GEinspirers
2019 saw the second year of GE’s relaunched STEM Inspiration program. This
nation-wide education program is designed to inspire girls and boys to be the
innovators of today and tomorrow, tackling the UK’s most pressing needs in
science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM). We aim to reach
underrepresented groups and broaden inclusion in STEM; to provide clarity
on career pathways and open the eyes of young people, teachers and parents
about how engineering and technology can change the world.
GE volunteers register as STEM Inspirers and commit
to having STEM-inspired career conversations
and running hands-on STEM activities in schools,
bringing the curriculum to life. We do this in
partnership with organisations such as the EDT, the
Smallpeice Trust and STEM Learning. Inspirers share
their personal journey as well as GE’s insights about
the routes into different jobs.

To support inspirers in delivering these aims, GE ran
two STEM Inspirers Training Days. Topics included
‘Arduino for Dummies’, teaching methods, how to
effectively plan work experience and running STEM
projects in schools. To encourage hands-on activity,
GE created and deployed ‘STEM-in-a-Boxes’ to 21
GE sites. Through a STEM Hackathon, teams of
Inspirers created activities that bring GE Renewable

“There have been a number of students, the
majority of which have been girls, who have
said that following [GE’s] coding workshop
they now want to choose computer science
as one of their GCSE options!”
Teacher, Harris Academy, North London

Energy, GE Healthcare and GE Aviation to life using
the box’s materials.
Outreach included small-group project mentoring,
work experience, career talks and masterclasses,
mock interviews and STEM activities in schools,
through to mass participation events like the Royal
Bath and West Show and Big Bang Fairs. At our
flagship event, the Cheltenham Science Festival,
149 volunteers showcased GE technologies from
12 businesses and inspired over 23,000 STEM
enthusiasts of all ages.
Because simply signing up to support was not
enough, in 2019 we began tracking how active GE
STEM Inspirers were. Of 322 active STEM inspirers
(delivering at least one activity), over half volunteered
in three or more activities.
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“Students were fully engaged and
challenged by [GE Capital Manchester’s]
presentation of the importance of
mathematics in the workplace. We
constantly strive to make the curriculum
relevant and interesting and you have my
sincere gratitude for donating your time
and expertise in order to help our students
achieve a greater understanding of Maths.”
Headteacher, Fallibroome Academy, Manchester

Top 3 skills gained by
STEM volunteers:
Presentation and public
speaking skills
Communicating with people
of different backgrounds

GOAL
200 ACTIVE STEM INSPIRERS
DEVELOP RESOURCES FOR
STEM OUTREACH
DELIVER TRAINING FOR STEM
OUTREACH

PROGRESS
322 ACTIVE STEM INSPIRERS
REGISTERED WITH 39%
INVOLVED IN THREE OR
MORE EVENTS
STEM-IN-A-BOX DEVELOPED
AND DELIVERED TO 21
GE SITES; 4 GE BUSINESSTHEMED ACTIVITIES
AND GUIDES CREATED;
STEM PORTAL ACTIVITY
CALENDAR AND IMPACT
TRACKING TOOL
ROLLED OUT
STEM FUNDAMENTALS
TRAINING DELIVERED TO
63 STEM INSPIRERS
2 STEM TRAINING DAYS
FOR 93 STEM INSPIRERS
ON 10 TOPICS

Project management
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Career Conversations
Since 2018, UK schools are expected to publish details of their careers programs for young people and their parents to
meet the Gatsby Benchmarks (Department for Education, 2017). This puts employers at the heart of careers programs.
Research shows that in order to strike a chord with underrepresented groups, the engineering sector should stress
its capacity to enhance the quality of life and focus more on people (IMECHE & RAE, 2016). As such, GE set its STEM
Inspirers the challenge to deliver 12,000 STEM-inspired career conversations in 2019 with pupils of all ages and their
main adult influencers, parents and teachers. The target was smashed.
Career conversations mean GE Inspirers share their personal journey as well as insights about
the routes into different jobs. Of all 257 educational volunteering projects, 79% had a careers
focus or component.
•

22 STEM projects were aimed at parents e.g. an apprentice awareness information evening
for parents at GE Aviation Prestwick, career fairs and GE VR system displays for families
through GE Healthcare Amersham, and GE Power Stafford’s Bring Your Kid to Work Day.

•

16 events were aimed at teachers, reaching 389 of them e.g. GE Capital Manchester
(Barefoot), GE Aviation Prestwick (Primary Engineer) and GE Power Rugby (Association
for Science Education).
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The impact of these opportunities will often
stay with a young person for a lifetime, and can
influence and shape their future pathways… For
most this was their first formal encounter with an
employer [GE Aviation Cheltenham]… I know they
will be able to put some of the skills they have
learnt into practice as their confidence grows and
they start to experience the working world.”
Teacher, Tewkesbury School, Gloucestershire
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GOAL

PROGRESS

12,000 STEM INSPIRED CAREER CONVERSATIONS

17,289 CONVERSATIONS DELIVERED

SUPPORTING CAREERS OUTREACH THROUGH
HANDS ON RESOURCES

LAUNCHED CAREERS LANDING PAGE
WWW.GECOMMUNITY.CO.UK/CAREERS

“After assembly I overheard two boys saying that
they were going to investigate engineering as ‘that
woman’ sounded interesting! Tutors have been very
positive about the tutor talks and you and [the GE
Power Rugby] team have spoken to 400 students
about a career that many may not have heard of.”
Teacher, Avon Valley School, Rugby
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Girls into STEM
Only 12% of the UK’s engineers are women, while women
make up 47% of the national workforce (Engineering UK,
2019). Although nearly half of 11-14 year-old girls would
choose STEM, this drops to 25% by age 16 (Engineering
UK). There is a clear need to encourage girls to make
STEM subject and career choices.

99% of Smallpeice Girls into Engineering attendees said
that the course increased their awareness of future careers
and routes into Engineering and 92% of girls said the course
increased their interest in engineering.

Research also shows that graduates of all girls schools are three times more
likely to consider engineering careers than their co-ed peers (UCLA, 2009). This
is why GE works with the same girls over multiple years through its GirlsGetSET
program. GE role models mentor students on increasingly complex STEM
projects, as well as teaching softer skills such as influencing and negotiation.
Although it requires a big commitment from GE, the payoff is even bigger.
GirlsGetSET is led by 183 volunteers who mentored 711 girls in 25 schools
during the year.
To complement GE’s focus on increasing gender balance in STEM, GE continued
its partnership with the EDT and the Smallpeice Trust. It sponsored EDT Inspire
courses for 405, 15-16-year-old female STEM students at thirteen universities
and Smallpeice Trust’s four-day Girls into Engineering course for ten 13-14
year-old GirlsGetSET students at Warwick University. In all, GE completed 28
projects aimed at increasing gender diversity in STEM, reaching 1,558 girls.

“I am the only girl in my year who has chosen the
Engineering Design GCSE option... At home I practice
coding and design with Arduino…Significant events
such as this are extra special when a woman or
a person of diversity is involved as it encourages
young girls like myself and makes it feel like it is
possible for me to achieve these things.”
GE sponsored Smallpeice Trust Girls into Engineering
Course attendee, St. Teilos School, Cardiff, Year 9
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“The judges thought [GE’s GirlsGetSET]
focus to increase the number of young
women in STEM careers was fantastic and
were impressed by the long-term impact
it has had over the last ten years.” EDT
Industrial Cadets Awards Judging Panel (MD
Developments, Society and Leonardo)

GOAL
ACHIEVE INDUSTRIAL
CADETS ACCREDITATION
FOR GIRLSGETSET

PROGRESS
270 GIRLS RECEIVED
INDUSTRIAL CADETS
CHALLENGER, BRONZE,
SILVER AND GOLD
ACCREDITATION LEVELS.
THIS WAS A 69% INCREASE
FROM 2018

GE was shortlisted in the
Employer Category for its
GirlsGetSET program
Industrial Cadets
Awards
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GE’s national GirlsGetSET
coordinator, Bridie Evans,
GE Aviation shortlisted
Women of the
Future Award
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#GEProud
GE drives the world forward by tackling its biggest challenges. By combining
world-class engineering with software and analytics, GE helps the world work
more efficiently, reliably, and safely. For more than 125 years, GE has invented
the future of industry, across aviation, power, healthcare and renewable energy.
Today we lead new paradigms in additive
manufacturing, materials science, and data
analytics. GE people are global, diverse and
dedicated, operating with the highest integrity and
passion to fulfil GE’s mission and deliver for our
customers. In the UK, GE has operated for more
than 125 years and is a major contributor to the
UK economy, employing thousands of people. The
application of new skills and expertise happens at
the place where work is performed and lean action
workouts across all the businesses bring rich sources
of learning and value, with GE Crotonville providing
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in-person and on-line global learning opportunities
for employees to fulfil development needs.
Nurturing and enhancing talent and leadership for
the future is equally important. There were 117
Apprenticeships, 419 Internships and 48 Leadership
programs here in the UK. Our GLBTA, Women and
Veterans networks, continue to thrive, supporting
our employees’ growth and our culture of inclusivity
and diversity when we need it most, encouraging
everyone to be their authentic selves.

177 APPRENTICESHIPS
419 INTERNSHIPS
48

LEADERSHIP
PROGRAMMES
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GE is a world-leading corporation

UK Ministry of
Defence’s Gold Award
Defence Employer
Recognition Scheme
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UN Global Compact
(UNGC) Signatory
2008–present

LinkedIn Top
Companies of 2019
2019

GE received the UK
Interbrand Best
Global Brands

TIME Magazine 100
Best inventions of
2019 Senographe
Pristina and Haliade-X
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Caring Communities
Volunteering in the community is part
of GE’s DNA. For over 125 years we’ve
brought our dedication and problemsolving skills to projects that focus on
community, education, environment
and health. Local volunteer councils
determine the causes that are most
important in their communities.
GE Healthcare Amersham focused its outreach
effort on four health charities. They organised
fundraising activities such as quizzes, cake bakes
and a fireworks display. The year was rounded off
with an all-employee fun day.
GE Aviation Gloucester, GE Aviation Prestwick and
GE Capital Dublin and London held Christmas and
Easter gift appeals to help people facing crisis.

407
VOLUNTEER
PROJECTS
REPORTED

15,344
VOLUNTEER HOURS
REPORTED

GE Aviation Gloucester and GE Aviation Prestwick
both regenerated their local schools; Gloucester
with the creation of a peace garden; and Prestwick
by upgrading a primary school playground.
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Philanthropy
The GE Foundation, the philanthropic organisation of
GE, is committed to transforming our communities and
shaping the diverse workforce of tomorrow by leveraging
the power of GE. The GE Foundation created the concept
of a corporate matching gift program in 1954 to support
employees in their charitable giving.
The GE Foundation is developing skills by bringing innovative learning in
community health globally and STEM education, scaling what works, and
building sustainable solutions. It inspires others to act by connecting GE people
with communities through matching gifts and United Way, leading on emerging
issues such as the opiate crisis, and convening community leaders to maximize
its impact. The GE Foundation is powered by the generosity and talent of GE
employees, who have a strong commitment to their communities. Follow the GE
Foundation on Twitter at @GE_Foundation.

SUPPORT COMMUNITY AND EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS
THROUGH CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS
INVEST IN COMMUNITY AND EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS
THROUGH CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS
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£117K TO 206 CHARITIES REGISTERED BY UK & IRELAND
EMPLOYEES AND MATCHED BY THE GE FOUNDATION
IN 2019
£432K INVESTED IN THE COMMUNITY IN 2019
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2020 Goals
In 2020, we will continue to work under the
collaborative Community Investment model
to help build more prosperous communities
across the UK. Our program is shaped by
engaged volunteers and senior leaders, as
well as the expert contributions of strategic
partner organisations.
From the relaunch of GE’s STEM Inspiration program
in 2018, we have developed elements like the STEM
Inspiration portal, the UK careers landing page, training
modules for inspirers and STEM-in-a-Box. In 2020, we will
take learnings from 2019 to ensure the GE UK community
has what it needs to deliver STEM Inspiration effectively and
enhance awareness around STEM careers. As GirlsGetSET
prepares to celebrate its 10th anniversary, 2020 will have a
focus on reducing gender imbalance in STEM.
www.gecommunity.co.uk | www.gecommunity.co.uk/careers
info@gecommunity.co.uk | www.ge.com/sustainability
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www.gecommunity.co.uk
info@gecommunity.co.uk
@GEUKCitizenship
www.ge.com/sustainability

Design: vitamincornwall.com
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